
MILLVALE MOBILITY
Connecting Millvale to the River and the Region



The project’s goal was to improve Millvale’s connection to  
its riverfront. 



We did the work in two phases: an urban design studio in Fall 2017 
followed by in-depth research in Spring 2018.



Millvale has been disconnected from the river for a long time.



























Benchmarking research last fall found ways that cities are reconnecting 
downtowns with riverfronts.



The fall design studio proposed creative ways to link Millvale and its 
riverfront across Route 28 and the train tracks.
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Spring semester research examined strategies that could be 
accomplished within two years. The research project identified 
three key goals:

to improve safety and 
accessibility

to engage local stakeholders to lay groundwork for 
greater private investment



The team investigated existing conditions, including property 
ownership, PennDOT engineering records, and conditions of rights-of-
way.



Interviews were conducted with individual steering committee 
members and other community stakeholders.

Do you see benefits to encouraging riverfront 
users to visit Millvale?

Are there some features or amenities that 
you think Millvale could benefit from at its 
riverfront?

What deters riverfront/trail users from going 
into Millvale?

What do you see as the most hazardous or 
difficult obstacle in getting from Grant and 
East Ohio (“The Curve”) to the riverfront?

Are there any precautions we should keep in 
mind when suggesting strategies for crossing 
the PA-28?
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The team evaluated eight short-term strategies:

1. Improve crosswalks
2. Create murals 
3. Plant street trees
4. Modify traffic patterns
5. Use smart signaling
6. Install town entry sign
7. Hang street banners
8. Add artistic lighting



Interactive images enabled the steering committee to envision and 
consider alternative strategies in various combinations.



For example, options for improving the crossing at the highway ramp….
the situation today: not a welcoming entrance to Millvale



For example, options for improving the crossing at the highway ramp….
improving the crosswalk with color and pattern



For example, options for improving the crossing at the highway ramp….
painting murals



For example, options for improving the crossing at the highway ramp….
traffic signals



For example, options for improving the crossing at the highway ramp…. 
a welcome sign



For example, options for improving the crossing at the highway ramp….
planting trees



A Design Strategy Evaluation matrix laid out short-term options and guided the 
comparison and prioritization.



Recommendations:

Ranking of short-term strategies

High priority
Create murals 
Plant street trees
Install town entry sign

Medium priority
Improve crosswalks
Hang street banners
Modify traffic patterns

Low priority
Use smart signaling
Add artistic lighting



Next steps:

Hold a community-wide presentation

Engage PennDOT

Promote riverfront events

Pursue co-development with marina

Initiate fundraising for improvements


